Helping education
policymakers to deliver
on their promises

Transforming lives by improving education around the world
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MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAMS, SUSTAINABLE REFORM

SPECIALIST DELIVERY MODELS

ADAPTING SOLUTIONS

ENHANCED DATA LITERACY

contexts; we continuously adapt solutions to focus resources
on the highest impact interventions for that setting

FOCUSING RESOURCES

We help policymakers steer a clear path through these complexities.
We help them make high impact policy choices to deliver improved
learning outcomes. And we ensure sufficient emphasis is placed on
developing the systems, cultures, behaviours and institutions needed
for sustained improvement.

STRENGTHENING SYSTEMS

We help education policymakers lead
sustained impact, at scale

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP

How we deliver at scale

EFFECTING CULTURE CHANGE

Why is this so common? Because school reform is complex, and it is easy to
focus effort on things that make little sustained difference to teaching and
learning. And because many complex factors affect whether a child learns
– and who gets to learn. These go beyond simple technical matters,
extending to factors in the home, the community, and the wider socioeconomic and political context too. Policymakers have a hard job and
cannot legislate for them all.
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SHARED ACCOUNTABILITY

At Education Development Trust we work with policymakers worldwide
who ask us: why do so many efforts to improve school systems fail; what
can we do to deliver improved learning outcomes? They are not alone in
their frustrations. Too often we see how policy choices made with the best
intentions – investment in technology, in training programmes, in large
data collection exercises – fail to help or even make things worse.
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EVIDENCE INFORMED

What really drives learning outcomes?
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SHARED AMBITION

All over the world policymakers are taking action to increase school
effectiveness. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals reflect
this and recognise the urgency of improving educational outcomes as a
catalyst for economic and human development. International tests such as
the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) and Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) show significant
variability in some important outcomes from country to country. Most
importantly, we all know that every child deserves the right to the improved
life chances offered by a high quality education.

How
we deliver at scale
Our approach

HARNESSING BRIGHT SPOTS

The spotlight is on learning outcomes

We make real impact on learning
outcomes
For example, in Kenya, we are supporting 500 school communities to
drive culture change to improve girls’ education; our interventions
improved learning outcomes by approximately one extra calendar year
of study ahead of normal learning in comparison schools. In Brunei, we
have worked in partnership with the Ministry of Education for more than
30 years to support exceptional English language performance in
schools: Brunei is now ranked second in Asia for English language
proficiency, outperforming six of the seven top ranking Asian nations
and territories in the PISA 2012 rankings.
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So how can education policymakers
deliver on their promises?
Globally accepted evidence shows that the quality of
teaching is the single most important driver of learning
outcomes, and the next most potent factor is the extent to
which school leaders act as leaders of learning. The role of
government is to enhance teaching and leadership quality
and to put in place the right checks and balances so that
professionals have the freedom to succeed but are also
held to account for their performance.

School system reform
The key areas for action are:
•1 Effective delivery systems and institutions
•2 High impact policy choices
•3 Building on bright spots
•4 Coalitions for change and leveraging the private sector
•5 Agile change management

At Education Development Trust, we have been helping
policymakers to put these into place for 50 years. We
partner with our clients to deliver impact through key core
areas of technical expertise:

School evaluation and accountability

• Authoritative capability in organising and leading school

The key areas for action are:
•1 School standards
•2 Diagnostic data and accountability
•3 Effective systems for sharing data
•4 Human and institutional capacity for accountability
•5 A culture of school self-evaluation

system reform – how to take a system-wide approach to
change, building a coalition of allies committed to school
improvement including the best local practitioners

• World leading expertise on school evaluation and

accountability – how to generate data-driven insights into
school system needs, and how to hold professionals to
account without inhibiting their ability to do their job

• Unrivalled experience in creating an effective teacher
workforce – how to make sure every classroom has
capable, motivated teachers who are committed to
improving their practice

Delivering
sustained school
improvement,
at scale

Effective teacher workforce
The key areas for action are:
•1 Teacher standards
•2 Recruitment and retention
•3 High impact professional development
•4 Evidence-informed professionalism
•5 Teacher management and motivation

• Specialist support to transform school leadership –
how to empower school leadership to lead learning
improvement in their own school and beyond

• An understanding that school collaboration, and more
broadly practitioner collaboration, is the key to
delivering all of these reforms – how to ensure
improvement is owned, driven and sustained by schools
and practitioners themselves.

We use our comprehensive experience and knowledge
base to work with policymakers to identify areas for
improvement; once identified, we carefully design a
programme of activity – evidence informed and proven –
to sustainably improve learning outcomes.

School leadership development
The key areas for action are:
•1 School leadership standards
•2 Role-specific leadership development programmes
•3 National and local leadership centres
•4 System leaders and professional networks
•5 Talent management and succession planning

School collaboration
The key areas for action are:
•1 Outcomes-based collaboration
•2 The power of peer review
•3 Leadership in a networked system
•4 A culture of collaborative enquiry
•5 Shared processes and data systems
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School system reform

School evaluation and accountability

“In rapidly improving systems, senior leaders have a distinct theory of change and
go about the implementation of this theory in a relentless, persistent way.”

“Data was used as a powerful lever for change. One of the most important
developments in London since 2000 has been the growth in the use of education
performance data and improved data literacy among education professionals.”

Interesting cities, Education Development Trust research report, 2015

Ambition for change at school level is not enough. In rapidly improving countries, senior
and middle leaders are highly focused on the systems needed for change. They pay great
attention to the skills, structures and relationships that will deliver impact in the classroom,
and on their own role as system leaders. So how to plan a trajectory of education reform
over time? How to empower stakeholders to lead and support change? How to create a
culture of accountability to drive continuous school improvement? We help governments
in five key areas of action:

1

Institutional effectiveness
Building the capacity of government leaders,
including a culture of continuous improvement,
enquiry and shared accountability for reform
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High impact policy choices

1

Building on bright spots at
teacher, school and system level
Identifying the most effective local practice so that the
best practitioners inspire others and model change

4

Coalition for change
Building a shared agenda for change, and
leveraging support and resources across government,
civil society and the private sector
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Agile change management
Setting – and continuously adapting – delivery plans, so that all
stakeholders have the skills and motivation to deliver change

In India and sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA), we are breaking
new ground in private sector
education engagement. We
worked with the World Bank to
design an Education Finance
Facility to govern funding from
the private sector to maximise
student outcomes. In SSA we
led a groundbreaking project to
leverage finance from banks to
fund ‘edupreneurs’ to set up new
schools in areas of need.
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Creating a shared vision for change, and
designing packages of reforms focusing on
drivers of change relevant to local context
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On behalf of the European
Union we have provided
strategic short-term consultancy
in more than 40 countries since
2009. The assignments typically
focus on the design or review of
education strategy.
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“Education Development Trust
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Lessons from London schools, Education Development Trust research report, 2015

In many countries there has been a massive investment in school education in recent
years. This has not always resulted in excellent academic outcomes. Investment is
necessary but it is not enough: school improvement also depends on the way that key
stakeholders such as teachers and private school owners are held to account. One of the
barriers to effective incentivisation and accountability is a lack of reliable information.
Effective school review, properly conducted, generates the authoritative information
needed for effective accountability. Rigorous monitoring mechanisms and forensic use of
data can help to drive continuing performance improvements and create a culture of
professional accountability. We help governments in five key areas of action:

1

In Dubai we have worked
with the government agency,
the Knowledge and Human
Development Authority, for
eight years assisting the work
of the Dubai Schools Inspection
Bureau. The impact of the
reforms has been praised by
the World Bank in their report
The Road Traveled: significant
school improvement has been
seen since 2008, when 34%
of schools were rated good or
outstanding, and 2015, when
that figure stood at 51%.

School standards
Creating a common language of excellence,
underpinning self-evaluation and external
performance management

2

In England, we recently
concluded a highly successful
long-term partnership with the
government school inspection
agency, Ofsted. Ofsted have
judged the quality of our work
for them as ‘outstanding’.

Diagnostic data for decision making
and accountability

We provide consultancy to the
Department for Education in
London, assisting with the
design of the nationwide school
and student performance
database. We helped design the
metrics for school comparison,
and getting the right data to
schools for self-evaluation and
inspection.

Selecting powerful metrics, benchmarks and review methodologies
that identify the issues which transform learning outcomes

3

Effective systems for sharing data
Communicating and challenging performance with a focus on
problem solving and sharing learning from successful practice

4

Human and institutional capacity
for accountability

In India, we recently worked
with DFID and the Government
of Madhya Pradesh on a school
quality assessment system.
We built a scalable model at
target price point, including:
instrument design, piloting, and
building government capacity in
data analysis and operations.
We have now successfully
handed over for scale-up to
20,000 schools.

Building strong institutions to act as agents of change, creating an
expert workforce of professional reviewers and data literate officials

5

A culture of school self-evaluation
Helping schools to own their improvement journey,
based on data-driven insights into performance

We have worked as strategic
partners with the KHDA, the
government of Dubai education
agency, for eight years. In 2014,
KHDA awarded Education
Development Trust the Supplier
of the Year Award.
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Effective teacher workforce

School leadership development

“The key interventions placed considerable emphasis on the professional learning
and development of the workforce in London. The methods used for professional
development were particularly effective.”

“Our Vietnamese witnesses were surprised when we asked whether Ho Chi Minh City
headteachers spent much time monitoring teaching quality. Of course, they replied,
what else would you expect effective headteachers to do?”

Lessons from London schools, Education Development Trust research report, 2015

Getting the right people into teaching is a critical part of any education reform strategy.
But new teachers may make up as few as 5% of the workforce each year, so this
approach takes a long time. For more immediate transformation in learning outcomes,
there needs to be an approach to professional development which motivates,
challenges and supports experienced teacher professionals and encourages them to
strive for improvement throughout their careers. It is also important to build a ‘coalition
for change’ that includes the teacher workforce. Teachers need to be seen as important
allies and key agents for change. We help governments in five key areas of action:

In Kenya, we have radically
improved the teaching quality
of unqualified teachers in 500
urban slum schools, leading to
significantly improved reading
and maths outcomes against
control groups. We used a high
impact instructional coaching
model to upskill and motivate a
large teacher workforce in the
use of new pedagogies.

Interesting cities, Education Development Trust research report, 2015

The importance of effective school leadership is not in dispute. And we know what
the best school leaders in the world do: high impact school leaders focus relentlessly
on the quality of instruction, improving teaching and learning in their schools so that
improvements in pupil outcomes then follow. But how can you start to re-shape the
role of the school leader to have the greatest effect on outcomes? How can you use
the best current school leaders as a catalyst for change? We support school leaders
to become agents of change in their own school and beyond. We help governments
in five key areas of action:

In South Sudan, we worked
closely with the Ministry of
Education, Science and
Technology and the Government
of South Sudan in the
development of a comprehensive
Teacher Development and
Management programme with
the aim of transforming primary
school learning outcomes.

1

Teacher standards
Defining excellence in teacher skills and behaviour;
creating the conditions for licensing, accreditation and
performance management

2

Recruitment and retention
Raising the quality of graduates entering the profession;
keeping the best teachers as leaders in the classroom

3

High impact professional
development
Supporting high impact pedagogy through joint practice
development – to focus teacher learning on student learning

4

Evidence-informed professionalism
Giving teachers the tools to access the best available evidence,
evaluate their practice, and create new evidence

5

Teacher management and motivation
Building institutions and teacher management models which support
joint practice development, and aligning CPD to future needs

1

1 School leadership standards
Teacher standards
In England, we are improving
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3

We seek to model best practice
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In Kenya, we have reached
over 95% of school leaders,
governors and local county
leaders, providing role-specific
leadership programmes to
support them with new
decentralised responsibilities.
We used a highly effective cluster
model to improve capacity for
local school improvement,
including ‘school climate’
analysis and performance
management plans.

On behalf of the government
of Wales we worked with the
school leaders of every
government school in the
country in order to help them
develop the leadership skills
needed for the implementation
of a new national framework for
the teaching of literacy and
numeracy.

1

School leadership standards
Defining performance, with instructional leadership at the core

2

Role-specific leadership development
programmes
Training, coaching and peer support for reflective practice

3

In the UAE, we assisted in the
design and delivery of a national
training programme for school
principals in whole school
evaluation. We are also working
with the government of Abu
Dhabi on school leadership on
improving the quality of
teaching and learning through a
sharp focus on data literacy and
instructional leadership. 93% of
principals recently rated our
support as ‘very good’ or better.

National and local leadership centres
Providing explicit focus on leadership change,
shaping and delivering development

4

System leaders and professional
networks
Using the skills of the best leaders, to improve the capacity of their peers

5

Talent management and
succession planning
Creating the capacity and desire among the next generation
of instructional leaders
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School collaboration

Investing through research

“All schools, 100%, should be involved in focused, productive networks within which
leaders, teachers and students challenge, support, innovate and learn from one
another in ways that measurably improve outcomes. [This is not a] ‘silver bullet’ […]
this is highly focused and precise work.” Inside-out and downside-up, report by Education

We are a values-led, not-for-profit organisation and we invest annually in our programme of education research.
Our research informs our work and supports practitioners and policymakers on the ground. To see our full library
of research and insights, please visit www.educationdevelopmenttrust.com/research. Equally, we capture our
first-hand experience through comment and think pieces. Here is just a selection:

Development Trust in partnership with Michael Fullen, 2016

Models which make full use of a system’s own capacity for improvement have the dual
benefit of being highly impactful and cost effective. Initiatives such as the London Challenge
in the UK have shown us that the most credible and effective improvement support comes
from practicing leaders and teachers in schools which have addressed similar issues. Highly
structured collaboration – such as peer review models and school-to-school capacity
building – can be a powerful and sustainable driver of change at little cost when compared
to large-scale programme interventions. But implementation is complex, requiring policymakers to understand the impact of collaborative approaches at all levels of the system.
We help governments in five areas of action:

1

The power of peer review
Using a proven model of school-to-school evaluation – protocols,
processes and practices – to support shared professional accountability,
ownership of improvement and data-driven problem solving

3

We are supporting a number
of local education systems
across England to adopt a
model of collaborative school
improvement. Our model
identifies the four core pillars
(structures, systems, leadership
and culture) required for an
effective and improving school
system; we then work with the
local system to plot a path to
create and sustain each pillar.

Outcomes-based collaboration
Developing a shared vision for groups of schools to work together on
school improvement, focusing activity on a common understanding
of the impact collaboration can have on pupil outcomes

2

In England, more than 1,200
schools are using our sectorled, cluster-based approach
to school improvement. Our
model develops the capacity
and culture needed for impactful
cluster working through a
continuous cycle of school
self-review, peer review and
school-to-school support and
improvement.

Leadership in a networked system

Groups of schools across
the UK are using our school
collaboration tool to transition
to a more rigorous, productive
and outcome-focussed means
of collaboration. The tool helps
schools and local systems to
identify areas of strength, areas
for development and it enables
the system to target resources in
the smartest way.

Report by Alexia di Marco

Disadvantaged girls
in Kenyan schools

The rapid improvement
of government schools
in England
Find out how 100 schools in
England engineered a dramatic
turnaround in performance in
less than two years – and the
universal lessons that can be
learnt.

Multilingual classrooms
This research shines a light on
English medium instruction
(EMI) policies in practice. It
analyses fieldwork conducted
in Ghana and India, both
complex language
environments, and looks at
what policymakers can learn
from experience to date.

Disadvantaged girls in
Kenyan schools
This report explores aspects
of school and schooling that
affect the participation and
learning of marginalised girls in
the arid and semi-arid lands
(ASALs) of Turkana and the
slums of Nairobi.

Interesting cities
A pioneering comparison of
the approaches used to
improve school standards in
five diverse cities around the
world: London, New York,
Dubai, Rio de Janeiro and
Ho Chi Minh City.

Successful school leadership
Why successful leadership is
essential but cannot work in
isolation – and why combining
instructional leadership with
transformational leadership
can be the most beneficial in
ensuring school success.

Effective teaching
What makes an effective
teacher and what do we know
about (and learn from) effective
teaching practices? This report
is a practical guide for
practitioners and also identifies
implications for policymakers
for improving classroom
practice.

Inside out and downside up;
how leading from the middle
has the power to transform
education systems
What are the inadequacies of
the status quo and what role
does the leader in the middle
play in the bigger picture?

System leaders:
headteachers and the
improvement of government
schools in England
What lessons can be learned
from England about school
leadership policy?

Supporting senior leaders to work on behalf of all schools,
brokering support and leading improvement across
groups of schools

4

A culture of collaborative enquiry
Making use of a range of tools and approaches to identify
common issues and share solutions at cluster and system level

5

Shared processes and data systems
Implementing metrics and data sets to monitor and improve performance
collectively across school clusters, and to make collaboration more impactful
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Why Education Development Trust?
At Education Development Trust, we are privileged to work worldwide with education
policymakers on the transformation of school systems. We are a not-for-profit international
education organisation partnering with governments and inter-governmental agencies in
the UK and across the Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa and Asia.
Our work is evidence informed, underpinned by our body of education research into
which we invest each year. We know what works having put it into practice on the ground
or put it to the test through rigorous and robust research.
We have identified five major levers where we can help to support school reform on a
national scale; contact us to find out more: consultancy@educationdevelopmenttrust.com

CONTACT US
consultancy@educationdevelopmenttrust.com
+44 (0)118 902 1000
educationdevelopmenttrust.com
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